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tribox Air ‐ accredited to circulate and collect kilometer levy in Belgium!
Thanks to its tribox Air box, which has already been used on the Viapass network for several months,
eurotoll is now officially accredited as a service provider for toll collection in Belgium. European
interoperability is thus becoming a reality thanks to the tribox Air, which allows you to travel in 5
countries with a single device: France, Spain, Portugal, Austria, and Belgium.
Launched on the 1st of April 2016, the Belgian kilometer levy applies to heavy goods vehicles over
3.5T intended for the transport of goods. The tolled‐road network spans over more than 6,500 km
across the three regions: Flanders, Wallonia, Brussels‐Capital. In order to be compliant, vehicles
circulating in Belgium must all be equipped with on‐board unit (OBU), such as the Air Tribox,
accredited to calculate the tax on behalf of the Belgian authorities.

tribox Air ‐ a robust and reliable product
Manufactured by Siemens, the interoperable tribox Air has been used for many years by eurotoll
customers, in particular those willing to manage the geolocation of their fleet. Although its solidity is
widely recognized, the tribox Air was subjected to extremely demanding technical and operational
tests in order to be accredited on the Viapass network:




Data exchange tests between the eurotoll platforms and the Belgian platforms, in order to
ensure continuous performance of the service.
Precision tests in the evaluation of distances and the calculation of the tax, in order to
guarantee to the users that they will be charged with the right price.
Coverage tests on the entire Belgian network, to ensure that the OBU functions properly on
100% of tolled roads.

After passing these tests, the first tribox Air units have been used by customers on the Viapass
network since August 2017. The good quality observed during these first months of use led to
the official accreditation of the tribox Air by the 3 Belgian regions on the 28th of December 2017.

A flexible offer adapted to the needs of each customer
Because each company has different needs, eurotoll offers the possibility to use its interoperable
OBU in a flexible way and at a fair price, adapted to your consumption. We can indeed build a
customised offer with:





A regular Viapass subscription for companies travelling to Belgium on a regular basis, which
allows you to benefit from a monthly subscription at the best price.
An occasional Viapass subscription for companies occasionally travelling to Belgium, which
allows you to be charged only if you actually used the Belgian network.
Activation / deactivation à la carte of other networks (France, Spain, Portugal, Austria)
Geolocation as an option

Then, once you are registered as a eurotoll customer, you will be able to manage your subscription
directly online through a secure User Portal. Likewise, you will be able to order your OBU and to
update it online: service activation/deactivation, opposition, return, transfer to another vehicle.... All
these features are available 24/7 on your User Portal.

eurotoll, pioneer of European electronic toll services since 10 years
Established in 2006, eurotoll has been able to keep an innovative spirit in order to anticipate market
evolutions and offer services that are always adapted to the needs of their customers. eurotoll was for
instance the first company to associate geolocation to tolls and one of the first to offer interoperability
through the BiModal tag allowing to travel in France and Spain.
10 years later, the eurotoll network covers 55 000 km of toll roads as well as tunnels, bridges and
secure parking sites in 15 countries (France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Italy, Sweden,
Denmark, Poland, The Czech Republic, Hungary, Switzerland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands).
eurotoll has a unique coverage all over Europe and provides a high level of toll services for our
international customers. Thanks to this presence across Europe and 27 partners within the European
Union, eurotoll’s vocation is today to make things easier for transporters by creating the link for them
between European Toll Networks and by helping them to optimise their toll budget (the 4th largest
expense). eurotoll customers benefit from daily follow up of the toll data, longest journey detection,
real time alerts, fleet management, claim management, discount program analysis, and personalised
reports. All these services can be integrated directly into customers’ specific tools such as TMS or ERP
allowing a more efficient and centralised management of their activities.
More information on www.eurotoll.eu
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